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Clay block masonry is widely used in the construc5on industry due to its durability, fire resistance, low 
thermal conduc5vity, large heat capacity, and high acous5c insula5on. Besides those factors, it is also 
well-suited for carrying high structural loads. For masonry to be compe55ve in the construc5on 
industry, adequate computa5onal models are required, allowing a straighAorward design process and 
resource-efficient usage of clay. This drives the development and improvement of finite element 
models (FEM) for clay block masonry. 

One significant advantage of FEM simula5ons compared to experiments is the possibility of conduc5ng 
efficient parameter studies and performing comprehensive performance evalua5ons of designs. In this 
thesis, a previously developed model for the failure of clay block masonry should be used to op5mize 
the geometry and hole paLern under considera5on of thermal conduc5vity, mass, etc. Ini5ally, the 
model must be extended to support the automated simula5on of parametrized hole paLerns. 
Subsequently, a so-called surrogate model should be developed which bypasses the computa5onally 
expensive FEM simula5on and allows solving the mul5-objec5ve op5miza5on task. 

The main challenges of this thesis are the proper formula5on of the op5miza5on problem and its 
mul5ple objec5ves (e.g., minimizing the brick's weight) and constraints (e.g., lower bound to 
compression strength, the maximum size of holes), the development and implementa5on of a 
surrogate model (e.g., ar5ficial neural network, polynomial regression models, etc.) and the proper 
choice of an op5miza5on algorithm. 

 

 

(a) (b) 
 (a) Results of a FEM simula2on showing tensile cracks in the bick’s webs (b) surrogate model for predic2ng the maximum 

deflec2on of a four-point bending test depending on the spa2al varia2on of longitudinal s2ffness 
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